Computers are a basic tool in engineering studies. Most of the student’s assignments require the use of computers and mastery of complex computer programs. The Central Computer Hub currently has several printers and 24 computers with engineering software and monitors.

The center is open daily from 8:00am-11:00pm and is staffed by instructors and a technical support staff that assist the students with their assignments and projects. The instructors are generally graduate students or students in their senior year.

The hub has two rooms which can be used for group instruction or individual work and it requires ongoing maintenance and upgrading of software and hardware.

**NAMING AND RECOGNITION**

SCE will name the Central Computer Hub for a major donor. A plaque with a name of the donor’s choosing and accompanying text to be decided by the donor will be prominently displayed on the wall at SCE. The name will appear in all SCE communications.

Central Computer: $200,000